GENERAL FLOORING NOTES:

1. FLOORING IS TO BE OF SCHEDULED TYPE
2. REDUCED RUNS BETWEEN MAIN AREAS ARE TO BE OF SCHEDULED TYPE
3. WALLS ARE TO BE OF SCHEDULED TYPE
4. BASEMENT AREAS ARE TO BE OF SCHEDULED TYPE
5. EXISTING RUBBER BASE SHALL BE REMOVED AND REPLACED. PATCH REMOVAL OF EXISTING BASE.
6. RUBBER BASE SHALL NOT BE PROVIDED AT EXISTING STRUCTURAL GLAZED TILE.
7. RUBBER BASE SHALL NOT BE PROVIDED AT EXISTING UNPAINTED FACE BRICK WALL CONSTRUCTION. PROVIDE CAULK JOINT AT TRANSITION FROM RUBBER BASE TO WALL.
8. BETWEEN NEW AND EXISTING FLOORING, PROVIDE EDGE GUARD OF SIZE AND PROFILE ADEQUATE FOR LOCATION INCLUDING MOISTURE MITIGATION WORK AS SPECIFIED, TO RECEIVE NEW WORK SHALL INCLUDE PROPER PREPARATION OF EXISTING SUB-FLOOR, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO REMOVAL OF EXISTING BASE.
9. MATERIALS, MEETING FLOORING MANUFACTURER'S REQUIREMENTS, INCLUDE AN ALLOWANCE OF 3/4" THICK CEMENTITIOUS FLOOR LEVELING UNDERLAYMENT. PROVIDE NEW FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE AS SCHEDULED.
10. DO NOT APPLY RUBBER BASE AT STRUCTURAL GLAZED TILE.
11. COORDINATE WITH OWNER.
12. COORDINATE TEMPORARY RELOCATION OF STORAGE SHELVING, STORED, AND REINSTALLED. DO NOT PROVIDE RUBBER BASE AT EXISTING UNPAINTED FACE BRICK WALL CONSTRUCTION. PROVIDE CAULK JOINT AT TRANSITION FROM RUBBER BASE TO WALL.
13. PROVIDE PAINTED FLOOR MARKINGS CENTERED ON WORK POINT #1.

ROOM FINISH SCHEDULE KEYNOTES:

1. PROVIDE NEW FLOORING AND BASE AS SCHEDULED.
2. PROVIDE MOISTURE MITIGATION SYSTEM AS REQUIRED. PROVIDE NEW FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE AS SCHEDULED.
3. OAK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 2019 FLOORING WORK.